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Abstract

This paper develops a framework for studying the popularity dynamics of user-generated videos, presents a characterization of the popularity dynamics, and proposes a model that captures the key properties of these dynamics. We illustrate the biases that may be introduced in the analysis for some choices of the sampling technique used for collecting data; however, sampling from recently-uploaded videos provides a dataset that is seemingly unbiased. Using a dataset that tracks the views to a sample of recently-uploaded YouTube videos over the first eight months of their lifetime, we study the popularity dynamics. We find that the relative popularities of the videos within our dataset are highly non-stationary, owing primarily to large differences in the required time since upload until peak popularity is finally achieved, and secondly to popularity oscillation. We propose a model that can accurately capture the popularity dynamics of collections of recently-uploaded videos as they age, including key measures such as hot set churn statistics, and the evolution of the viewing rate and total views distributions over time.

1 Introduction

The phenomenal success of online media sharing and social networking services has resulted in massive volumes of user-generated content being created and spawned new content consumption approaches. With the success of these services, there is interest in understanding the popularity characteristics of user-generated content as well as interest in understanding the characteristics and processes governing their popularity dynamics. Understanding the popularity characteristics of user-generated content can be helpful in identifying potential bottlenecks in discovering content [6]. New and efficient content distribution approaches can be developed using workload models developed from characterization of user-generated content usage [1,3,6]. From a theoretical point of view, the massive amount of data available from these online services provides an unprecedented opportunity to understand the underlying social behavior and collective human dynamics governing content creation and consumption processes [9,18].

In this paper, we study and model how viewing rates of user-generated videos change over time, which we refer to as popularity dynamics or popularity evolution, using datasets collected from YouTube\textsuperscript{1}. Studying the popularity dynamics, however, is challenging because of the extremely large and rapidly growing number of videos available from such services. As an example, consider YouTube the most popular video-sharing service today. YouTube was launched in early 2005, and by mid-2006, had approximately 65,000 video uploads and 100 million video requests per day [20]. More recently, YouTube reported receiving 48 hours of new videos each minute.\textsuperscript{2} In this paper, we make several contributions which are discussed below.

Our first contribution concerns biases that may be introduced in the analysis of user-generated video popularity owing to use of sampling techniques. Sampling is necessary as popular services host millions of videos with restrictions on the rate at which data may be fetched from the service. Furthermore, sampling is not straightforward because services often restrict how videos may be discovered from these services. From YouTube, for example, videos may be sampled from various “most-popular” lists (such as most viewed today, this week, this month, or all

\textsuperscript{1}http://www.youtube.com
\textsuperscript{2}http://youtube-global.blogspot.com/2011/05/thanks-youtube-community-for-two-big.html
time most popular), the “recently-uploaded” list, or by searching using keywords. Evidently, sampling from any of the most-popular lists provides a set of videos that are biased towards popular content. In this work, we used the YouTube developer’s API to collect two datasets, one based on sampling from the recently-uploaded videos, and another based on keyword searches.\(^3\) We tracked the views to these videos over an eight month period. Perhaps not surprisingly, we find that sampling based on keyword searches yields a dataset biased towards more popular content. Fortunately, however, our results suggest that the YouTube API call that returns details on recently-uploaded videos gives an unbiased sample of such videos.

Our second contribution is an examination of popularity dynamics and churn, for our sample of recently-uploaded videos. This characterization is motivated by the observed non-stationarity in the relative popularity of these videos and the differences in how long it takes video popularity to peak. For each week, the videos are partitioned into three disjoint sets, based on whether they are before, at, or after their observed popularity peak. Grouping the videos in this manner, we identify several interesting properties of video popularity evolution. First, we find that within each set of videos, the distribution of the number of weekly views is heavy tailed, where the tails may be approximated by a lognormal distribution. Second, we find that these distributions are approximately week-invariant. Third, as a specific consequence of the second property, we find that the viewing rate at peak popularity is approximately independent of how long it takes videos to attain their peak popularity.

Finally, based on our three-phase characterization, we develop a model that can capture the popularity evolution of newly-uploaded videos. In particular, using only a small number of distributions based on the three-phase characterization, our model is able to generate synthetic datasets in which key characteristics and consequences of the video popularity dynamics match those observed in the empirical data, including the distribution of the weekly viewing rate for videos at a particular age, the distribution of total accumulated views to videos at a particular age, and measures of churn in the relative popularity of videos. The model is developed in two stages. We first present a basic model in which popularity churn results only from the movement of videos (at varying times) between their before-peak, at-peak, and after-peak phases. We find that this model successfully captures the first-order dynamics of popularity evolution and yields results matching most of the characteristics of the empirical data. So as to better capture churn characteristics, in particular hot set evolution, we present an extended model that adds a tunable degree of additional popularity variation by shuffling the popularities of the videos within each phase. Our model can be considered a first step towards a synthetic workload generator for user-generated video services.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work within the context of the contributions of our work. Section 3 describes how we collected our datasets, and presents some initial analyses concerning possible biases in the datasets owing to use of sampling techniques. Section 4 examines popularity dynamics and churn for our dataset of recently-uploaded videos. Section 5 presents our three-phase characterization of popularity evolution, and provides the underpinnings for the model proposed in this work. Section 6 presents the basic model, its validation, and also insights drawn from the model. An extension of the basic model is described in Section 7, followed by conclusions and directions for future work in Section 8.

## 2 Related Work

The success of video-sharing services has resulted in studies on various facets of YouTube and other similar services. Studies have examined the characteristics of user-generated video files [6, 7, 11, 16, 21], use of social networking features in video-sharing services [13, 16], the structure of YouTube’s “friend” network [15], the use of the “video response” feature of YouTube [4], the popularity characteristics of user-generated videos [5, 6, 10, 11, 16, 21], and also models for user-generated video popularity prediction [14, 19]. Here, we restrict attention mostly to related work on popularity characterization and modelling for user-generated videos.

Prior work on user-generated video popularity characterization has typically relied either on network traffic traces from a network gateway [11, 21] or meta-data sampled from video sharing services [5, 6, 10, 16]. Both Gill et al. [11, 12] and Zink et al. [21] analyzed YouTube video requests from a campus network and observed that the video requests follow a Zipf-like distribution and network bandwidth savings may be feasible if large proxy caches are used.

Cha et al. [6] analyzed meta-data collected by crawling YouTube and found that the lifetime views (i.e., total

\(^3\)Our datasets are available at http://www.cs.usask.ca/faculty/eager/Performance11.html.
views since upload) for videos of various ages is heavy-tailed, and can be modeled as power law with exponential cut-off. A “limited fetch” model where some users do not repeatedly request the same videos was formulated by Cha et al. [6] to explain the exponential drop off observed in the tail of the total views distribution. Mitra et al. [16] studied four video sharing services other than YouTube and identified invariants in video sharing workload properties such as uploading characteristics, video ratings, life-time views, and average viewing rates. In addition, Mitra et al. distinguish between lifetime and short-term popularity measures, and evaluate their respective degrees of relevance for cache management. Both Cha et al. [6] and Mitra et al. [16] analyzed meta-data collected at a few points close together in time, and did not focus on the long-term temporal aspects of the popularity dynamics.

In recent work, Figueiredo et al. [10] studied popularity dynamics using three different YouTube datasets, specifically, a sample of most popular videos, a sample of deleted videos, and a sample of videos obtained via keyword searches. The authors utilized a recently available feature of the YouTube API that provides high-level and limited statistics of how clicks to a particular video grows over time, along with some information on sources of these clicks. None of these prior works [6,10,16] considered the issue of sampling biases.

There has also been interest in classifying user-generated videos based on the diversity in changes to the viewing patterns [5,9]. For instance, heterogeneity in growth behavior has been explained by differences in the “socialness” of a video [5], and by “viral”, “junk”, and “quality” descriptors [9]. We build upon this body of work [5,6,10,11,16,21] by considering possible sampling biases and developing a framework for studying the long-term popularity dynamics of user-generated videos.

Perhaps most closely related to our work are the models by Szabo and Huberman [19] and Raktiewicz et al. [17]. Szabo and Huberman [19] presented a model for predicting the total future view counts gathered by a video based on the total view count received at the time of prediction. They tracked approximately 7,000 recently-uploaded YouTube videos for a period of one month and observed a strong linear correlation between the logarithmically transformed total views early in the lifetime and later in the lifetime of the video. The authors modelled future total view counts using the relationships between the logarithmically transformed total view counts. Raktiewicz et al. [17] presented a model that combines the classical “rich-get-richer” model [2] with random popularity shifts, with the goal of capturing the influence of exogenous events on content popularity. The authors validated their model using click-through data for Wikipedia and the Chilean Web.

Predicting the future popularity of individual videos based on initial or current popularity is extremely difficult. It is perhaps not surprising that the absolute errors produced by the Szabo and Huberman [19] model are large [14]. Instead of trying to estimate the popularities of individual videos, Lee et al. [14] proposed an approach for estimating the probability that an online content item will reach a certain threshold popularity. Their method is based on survival analysis techniques, and it predicts the lifetime popularity based on early lifetime characteristics of the content. The authors validated their approach using data from online discussion forums. In contrast to the above works [14,19], we present a model that captures various dynamic characteristics observed in the empirical data, such as the weekly viewing rate and total views distributions, and the churn in video popularities as the videos age following their upload to the service.

## 3 Sampling Approaches and Bias

Studying the popularity dynamics of user-generated videos requires tracking a representative sample of videos over a period of time. Obtaining a random sample of user-generated videos from YouTube is, however, challenging because of the scale of the service, its continually-expanding catalogue of videos, and the service-specific limitations associated with discovering and tracking videos. Section 3.1 describes how we collected our datasets, including the two alternative sampling approaches used and the tracking of the sample videos over a period of eight months. Section 3.2 presents a high-level summary of our datasets. Section 3.3 describes the results of some initial analyses designed to identify possible biases in the datasets, as might result from the sampling approaches employed.

### 3.1 Data Collection Methods

We collected meta-data (such as number of views, ratings, and comments) on more than one million YouTube videos on a weekly basis for over eight months. The videos were selected by sampling, over a one-week period from 27 July to 2 August, 2008. A one-week sampling period was chosen to avoid potential day-of-the-week effects. We used two different sampling approaches, both based on functionality provided by the YouTube API, as described below:

- **Sampling from the recently-uploaded videos:** The API provides a call that returns details on 100 recently-uploaded videos. Using this API, we collected meta-data on approximately 29,500 videos during the one-week sampling period.

---

4http://code.google.com/apis/youtube/overview.html
Table 1: Summary of datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Recently-uploaded</th>
<th>Keyword-search</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Videos</td>
<td>29,791</td>
<td>1,135,253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Views (start)</td>
<td>1,203,755</td>
<td>40,094,514,507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Views (end)</td>
<td>39,089,184</td>
<td>64,019,907,026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Sampling using keyword search: The API also allows retrieval based on keyword searches; the API returns search results sorted by “relevance”. We performed keyword searches using words chosen randomly from a dictionary. As search results for some words return a very large number of videos, for those returning more than 500 videos we selected only the first 500. We found approximately 1 million videos using this method during the one-week sampling period.

There are several other possible approaches to sampling videos. One approach is to sample from the “most-popular” lists. A closely-related variant is to start the sampling process from one or more videos in the “most-popular” list and subsequently follow “related videos”. A detailed investigation of the biases introduced by other sampling approaches is left for future work.

During the remainder of our measurement period, specifically from 3 August 2008 to 29 March 2009, we collected meta-data for the videos identified in the sampling phase on a weekly basis. Using the timestamp at which the meta-data for a video was first captured, we ensured that subsequent measurements (“snapshots”) were exactly one week apart. For example, if a video was sampled on Tuesday evening, then each weekly measurement for this video was performed as close to the same time of day as possible, on Tuesday evenings, in the following weeks. This form of staggering allowed us to track a large number of videos without exceeding YouTube’s query rate limitations, while enabling easier management of our own measurement resources.

3.2 Summary of Datasets

A summary of our datasets is presented in Table 1. In total, we have 35 snapshots for each sampled video’s meta-data (counting also the “seed” snapshot collected during the sampling phase), with one-week spacings between consecutive snapshots. From the total view count at each snapshot \(i\) \((1 < i \leq 35)\), we can determine how many times the video was viewed during the one-week period since snapshot \(i - 1\), which we term the “added views” at snapshot \(i\). The total view count at snapshot 1 (the seed snapshot) tells us the total views acquired by the video from its upload time until the start of our data collection for that video.

During the measurement period, the 29,791 recently-uploaded videos acquired about 38 million additional views, and the 1,135,253 keyword-search videos received about 24 billion additional views. Note that the keyword-search videos acquired additional views at a higher average rate than the recently-uploaded videos. This suggests possible bias in the keyword-search dataset towards more popular videos, which is investigated further in the next section.

3.3 Sampling Bias in the Datasets

One indicator of sampling bias is a skewed age distribution, where video age is defined as the time since upload of the video. Figure 1 shows histograms for the age at seed time (i.e., when meta-data for the video was first collected) for the recently-uploaded videos, using 6-hour bins (left plot), and for the keyword-search videos, using one-week bins (right plot). The age of the videos in the recently-uploaded dataset is approximately uniformly distributed within a week, which is consistent with the hypothesis that the YouTube API call used to obtain these videos returns randomly-selected videos at most one week old.\(^5\) The age distribution of the keyword-search dataset videos, in contrast, shows that this dataset is far from being a random sample of (all ages of) YouTube videos. There is a strong skew towards younger videos, with a prominent spike in the distribution for the first bin corresponding to an age of at most one week. The age of the oldest video is about 38 months. One possible explanation of the observed skew is that the results returned from keyword searches are biased towards more popular videos. This hypothesis is supported by the popularity characteristics of the keyword-search and recently-uploaded videos, as described next.

Figure 2 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the added views at snapshots \(i = 2, 8, 32\), using logarithmic scales on both axes, for both datasets. Comparing the added views of the keyword-search and the recently-uploaded videos at the same snapshot, note that the keyword-search videos receive substantially more views than the recently-uploaded videos. This is reflected, for example, by a heavier right tail for the keyword-search video curves. At each snapshot, the most (currently) popular keyword-search videos (i.e., those with the most added views) have an order of magnitude more new views than the most popular recently-uploaded videos.

\(^5\)We notice a dip in the histogram for videos that are approximately 96 to 108 hours old at time of collection. This dip is currently unexplained.
Further, for the recently-uploaded video dataset, as we look further into the measurement period the curves shift to the left, owing to a decreasing fraction of these videos that are currently popular. The corresponding shift for the keyword-search videos is less pronounced.

The popularity characteristics of the recently-uploaded and keyword-search videos are investigated further in Figure 3, which shows the average added views at each snapshot for both datasets. For the keyword-search videos, we also consider subgroups based on video age at the time of seeding. On average, the keyword-search videos (cf. the “Search (all)” line in the graph) attract more than 10 times as many views throughout the measurement period compared to the recently-uploaded videos, providing additional evidence that the keyword-search video dataset is biased towards more popular videos. (Note that the y-axis is on logarithmic scale.) The results for the keyword-search video subgroups based on age further support this conclusion. First, we note that the older videos in the keyword-search dataset appear to attract substantially more new views, on average, than their younger counterparts. Second, note that the week-or-less old keyword-search videos obtain new views at a higher rate than the recently-uploaded videos, which have the same age range, throughout the measurement period.

The fact that these popularity differences persist for the entire measurement period indicates that the keyword-search video dataset is biased towards videos with elevated long-term popularity. Figure 3 also suggests bias based on elevated short-term popularity. In particular, consider the results for keyword-search videos that are 2 years or older at the time of seeding. For a randomly-selected set of videos of this age, one would expect to see a fairly stable average viewing rate over periods of a few weeks, whereas for this subgroup of keyword-search videos, as seen in Figure 3 there is an initial period of significantly higher average viewing rate, reflecting elevated short-term popularity.

Next, we consider further the possibility of biases in the recently-uploaded video dataset. Recall from Figure 1 that the age at seed time for these videos is approximately uniformly distributed, up to a maximum of one week. One indicator of bias towards more popular videos would be a correlation between the age at seed time, and the rate of accumulating new views, since it may be easier to predict (for the purposes of preferential selection) the future popularity of older videos. Figure 4 shows the average number of added views at each snapshot for those
videos in the recently-uploaded video dataset whose age at seed time is less than 3.5 days, for those videos whose age at seed time is at least 3.5 days, and for the entire dataset. Note that there are no observable longer-term differences in the viewing rate behavior among these three groups of videos. There do exist some differences in the first few weeks of the measurement period, which is to be expected for recently-uploaded videos. We have also considered other properties such as the distribution of the total views at the end of the measurement period, and have similarly found no significant differences among these groups.

To summarize, our conclusions regarding sampling bias are:

- The keyword-search videos appear to be biased towards those videos that exhibit both higher short-term and long-term popularity.
- The recently-uploaded video dataset appears to exhibit no observable bias towards popular content.

Based on our analysis, we conjecture that the recently-uploaded video dataset is a random sample representative of the videos uploaded to the service. In the remainder of this paper, we characterize the popularity dynamics of these videos over the first eight months of their lifetime, and from this characterization develop a model for popularity evolution of newly-uploaded videos.

4 Popularity Dynamics and Churn

In this section, we dig deeper into the popularity dynamics of the videos in the recently-uploaded dataset, with the objective of developing insights for modeling the popularity evolution of these videos. One goal is to understand whether or not current popularity is a good predictor of future popularity of user-generated videos. If current popularity is indeed a good indicator of future popularity, then modeling the popularity evolution of individual videos is certainly feasible [19]. However, the popularity of an object may be influenced by many exogenous and endogenous factors [9,18], which may introduce some degree of inherent unpredictability [14,18]. In this section, we characterize the degree of (in)stability and (un)predictability of the popularity of individual videos and the extent of churn in the relative popularities of videos.

Figure 5 shows scatter plots for the number of added views received by a video at adjacent snapshots for some example early and later snapshots. With our notion of added views at a snapshot (or the weekly viewing rate, as determined by our measurement granularity), this figure illustrates the change in viewing rate between consecutive snapshots. The scatter plots, especially for the first few snapshots since a video is uploaded, show substantial point spreads which indicates that a large number of videos experience significant variation in viewing rate from one week to another. We observe that a video that is mildly popular in the week prior to one snapshot can become highly popular before the following snapshot, and vice versa. Videos that have about 1,000 views added at snapshot two, for example, could receive less than 100 additional views, or more than 10,000 additional views, at snapshot three. Overall, we observe substantial non-stationarity in the popularity of individual videos, especially within the first five to six weeks of their upload. Looking further in our measurement period, we see that there are fewer diverging points at the top right quadrant of the scatter plots, as the videos become older. Note that the scatter plots have fewer points for later snapshots owing to videos that received no views in one or both of the weeks of interest (and hence are not shown on the log-log plots).

We also computed the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the added views at adjacent snapshots. A correlation coefficient value of 0.8 or more is considered to reflect strong positive linear correlation [6]. The correlation coefficient between the added views at snapshots two and three is close to zero (0.09). Until week eight of our measurement, as may be expected from visual inspection of Figure 5, at best, a weak positive linear correlation (less than 0.7) between added views at successive snapshots is observed. As videos become older, we observe a very strong positive linear correlation between the viewing rate of videos across adjacent snapshots. These observations, together with Figure 5, indicate that the initial or current popularity of a random young video is likely not a reliable
indicator of its future popularity; on the other hand, it appears that the current popularity of an older video may be indicative of its immediate future popularity.

The non-stationarity in the weekly views to videos impacts the relative popularity of videos. For any snapshot of our measurement period, we can rank the videos according to the number of views added to each video’s view count at the considered snapshot. Ties are broken using an assigned video id. Based on the assigned ranks in any two snapshots, we can calculate how much each video’s rank shifts. Figure 6 (a) shows the cumulative distribution of the absolute value of the rank shifts for some example snapshots. Early in the measurement period, and thus when the videos are young, videos experience significant rank changes. For example, between snapshots two and three more than 30% of the videos in our recently-uploaded dataset switch 10,000 or more rank positions. The changes in the relative popularities of videos stabilize after the initial weeks; however, there are still some videos that experience substantial rank shifts between consecutive weeks. This trend is consistent with the trend suggested by Figure 5.

In Figure 6 (b), we present the cumulative distribution of the ratio of ranks for some example snapshots. This analysis complements the results presented in Figure 6 (a) by considering each video’s popularity rank increase/decrease relative to its current rank. Significant changes in the relative ranks of videos are observed when videos are young. Between snapshots two and three, for example, about 30% of the videos gain a factor of two or more in popularity rank, whereas less than 10% of the videos experience similar increases in popularity rank in later snapshots. In fact, when videos become eight weeks or older, approximately 75% of them retain their popularity rank across (weekly) snapshots.

Differences in how rapidly videos attain their peak popularity can be a major cause of churn in relative popularities. Figure 7 shows the cumulative distribution of time-to-peak for the videos in the recently-uploaded dataset, where we define time-to-peak for a video as its age (time since upload) at which its weekly viewing rate is the highest within our measurement period.\(^6\) The time-to-peak distribution shows that a large fraction of the videos, approximately three-quarters of them, peak within the first six weeks since their upload. The remainder peak at times approximately uniformly distributed between week six and the end of our measurement period. For those videos that peak within the first six weeks after upload, we find the time-to-peak to be approximately exponentially distributed. As we show later in the paper, the fact that many videos reach their peak popularity quickly plays an important role in explaining the high churn observed in the relative popularity of the videos over the first few weeks of the measurement period.

5 Three-Phase Characterization

The results of Section 4 suggest the futility of attempting to reliably model the popularity evolution of individual videos. We can, however, attempt to model the popularity dynamics of a collection of videos. In this section, we develop a characterization of the popularity evolution observed for our dataset of recently-uploaded videos. This characterization is applied to develop a popularity evolution model in Section 6.

Perhaps the biggest challenge in developing such a characterization is that of capturing the churn in the relative popularities of videos that is observed in the empirical data. As noted in Section 4, variations in time-to-peak may

\(^6\)Appendix A describes the details of how we determine this age given the fairly coarse granularity of our measurements. In general, we have found our results to be insensitive to alternative choices for these details.
be an important factor in this churn. This motivates us to develop a three-phase characterization of popularity evolution, in which videos are grouped according to whether they are before, at, or after the age at which they attain their peak popularity.

Of particular interest in this characterization are: (a) the movement of videos among these phases (i.e., the time-to-peak distribution, as examined in Section 4), (b) the distribution of the viewing rate for the videos belonging to each group, and (c) the dependence of these distributions on video age.

First, consider the distribution of weekly views to videos in each phase. Figure 8 shows the complementary cumulative distribution of views during a week within each phase, using a logarithmic scale on each axis. Note that, by definition, none of the videos are past their peak (i.e., in the after-peak phase) in the first week. Similar to the distribution of views during a week for all videos, the distribution of views for the videos within each phase is also heavy-tailed. It also appears that the skew towards larger view counts is the largest when the videos are at their peak, and the least when the videos are past their peak. By inspection of Figure 8, we notice that, within each phase the distribution of views each week is approximately similar and suggests the possibility of modeling the distributions as week-invariant.

We now investigate the efficacy of assuming the weekly viewing rate within each phase to be approximately week-invariant. Figure 9 shows for each week and phase (of the lifetime of the videos) the average number of weekly views. The average viewing rate at peak exhibits a fair degree of variability. The observed variability may be expected as videos peak with varying (and occasionally very large) numbers of views during a week. An interesting observation is that there is no discernible trend in the average viewing rate in the at-peak phase; this provides additional evidence in support of a modelling approach in which the at-peak views distribution is modelled as week-invariant.

Unlike the high variability observed for the average number of weekly views to videos that are in their at-peak phase, the average views for after-peak videos appears to be quite stable throughout the measurement period. The average views for before-peak videos also lacks the high variability that is observed for at-peak videos, but appears to exhibit an increasing trend. This increasing trend may be an artifact of the finite measurement period, however; note that as the end of the measurement period grows closer, the maximum time period until each of the before-peak videos peaks corresponding shrinks.
Working further with our week-invariant assumption, we take a closer look at the distribution of views during a week, or equivalently the distribution of the viewing rates, for each of the three phases. Our goal was to get an understanding of the distribution of the viewing rate when videos are grouped by phases, ignoring week-specific behavior. Figure 10 shows that the distribution of weekly views to videos within each phase is heavy-tailed. As expected from our earlier discussion, the skew towards larger views is greatest when videos are at their peak, and least when they are past their peak.

Because of the heavy-tailed nature of the views distribution in each phase, we took a closer look at the tail of each distribution where we define the tail to consist of only the largest ten percent of the views within each phase. Using our definition of the tail, we determine thresholds of 116, 296, and 31 weekly views for a video to be considered in the tail of the before-peak, at-peak, and after-peak view distributions, respectively. Figure 11 shows, for each week of our measurement period, the average number of weekly views for those videos that acquired greater than or equal to these threshold weekly views. The average viewing rate is quite steady for each phase, suggesting that the week-invariant assumption is a reasonable approximation for the distribution tails.

To summarize, our three-phase characterization suggests that the viewing rate distribution within each phase could be modelled as week-invariant. We find that the tail of the viewing rate distribution can be modelled separately using heavy-tailed distributions. Appendix B presents the specific distribution fits that are found to best capture the characteristics of the empirical data. Overall, we find that the distribution of weekly views, for each of the three phases, can be modelled using an appropriately parameterized lognormal distribution for the tail and a beta distribution for the views that are not in the tail.

6 Basic Model

Guided by the observations made in the foregoing sections, we develop a basic model for generating weekly views to individual videos in a collection of newly-uploaded videos. The model is developed using the observations pertaining to the before-peak, at-peak, and after-peak phases. The distribution of weekly views to videos within each phase...
is modelled to be week-invariant. From a modeling point of view, this is an attractive property as the distribution of weekly views can be succinctly represented using only three distributions, one for each phase. Transitions of videos between phases, specifically from being in their before-peak phase, to their at-peak phase, and then to their after-peak phase, are modelled using a time-to-peak distribution (such as the one shown in Figure 7).

The basic approach consists of sampling views from the before-peak, at-peak, and after-peak distributions (cf. Figure 10), and assigning them to videos. For each modelled week, we sample views from the before-peak, at-peak, and after-peak distributions based on how many videos are in each of these phases. Note that the number of videos that peak in any week is determined using a time-to-peak distribution (cf. Figure 7). At the start of an arbitrary week, from among the videos that have not peaked thus far, some videos transition to being at their peak; subsequently, at the end of this week these videos will move into the after-peak phase.

For this approach to yield weekly views for individual videos, a framework for assigning the sampled views to individual videos is required. A straightforward approach for assigning weekly views to videos is based on an assumption that the relative popularities of videos in the same phase, or that were in the same phase during the previous week, are unchanged from the previous week, and precedes as follows. Assign the views sampled from the before-peak and at-peak distributions to those videos that were in their before-peak phase during the previous week; similarly, assign the sampled views from the after-peak distribution to those videos that were in their at-peak or after-peak phases during the previous week. In both cases, the assignment is made such that the relative popularities of the respective videos are preserved. Now, among those videos that were in the before-peak phase during the previous week, those that are assigned views from the at-peak distribution are assumed to peak in this week (and will be in their after-peak phase for all subsequent weeks). With this approach for assignment of views, churn with respect to the relative popularity of videos is introduced by videos moving between the three phases.

6.1 Views Generation Algorithm

Our algorithm requires the following input: the total number of newly-uploaded videos \( N \), the total number of weeks \( d \), a time-to-peak distribution, a distribution for the weekly views for videos in the before-peak phase, a distribution for the weekly views for videos in the at-peak phase, and a distribution for the weekly views for videos in the after-peak phase. The main steps of the algorithm are as follows:

1. **Determine the number of videos in the before-peak, at-peak, and after-peak phases.**
   Sample \( N \) values from the time-to-peak distribution and determine the number of videos \( n_{i}^{at} \) that peak at week \( i \), for all \( i \leq d \). Note that \( n_{i}^{before} = n_{i-1}^{before} - n_{i}^{at} \), \( n_{i}^{after} = n_{i-1}^{after} + n_{i}^{at} \), for \( i > 1 \). Also note that \( N = n_{1}^{before} + n_{1}^{at} + n_{1}^{after} \) and \( n_{1}^{after} = 0 \). Therefore, following this step, we know the number of videos \( n_{i}^{before} \), \( n_{i}^{at} \), and \( n_{i}^{after} \) that are in the at, before, and after-peak phases, respectively, during week \( i \). In our experiments, as described in Appendix B the time-to-peak distribution is chosen as a mix of an exponential and a uniform distribution.

   For \( i = 1, 2, \cdots , d \):

2. **Sample views from the before-peak, at-peak, and after-peak distributions.**
   Sample \( n_{i}^{before} \), \( n_{i}^{at} \), and \( n_{i}^{after} \) times from the before-peak, at-peak, and after-peak distributions. In our experiments, we use a mixture of beta and lognormal distributions for each of these three phases.

3. **Assign views to the videos.**
   (a) if \( i = 1 \): Note that \( n_{1}^{after} = 0 \), i.e., there are no videos in week one that are after their peak. Assign the \( N \) \( (= n_{1}^{before} + n_{1}^{at}) \) sampled views to the videos.
   (b) if \( i > 1 \): Sort the sampled \( n_{i}^{at} \) “at-peak” views and the \( n_{i}^{before} \) “before-peak” views and assign them to those videos that are in the “before-peak” phase during week \( i - 1 \) such that the video with the highest view during week \( i - 1 \) is assigned the highest view in week \( i \), the video with the second highest view during week \( i - 1 \) is assigned the second highest view during week \( i \), and so on. Similarly, assign the sampled \( n_{i}^{after} \) after-peak views to those videos that were either at or after their peak in week \( i - 1 \).

4. **Determine the videos that peak in this week.**
   The videos that were assigned views sampled from the “at-peak” distribution are assumed to peak this week; for all subsequent weeks these videos will be in their “after-peak” phase.

6.2 Results and Discussion

This section presents results from our basic model. We used our implementation of the basic model to generate synthetic views for \( N = 29,791 \) videos for a total of \( d = 32 \) weeks. The parameterization of the distributions (i.e., time-to-peak, weekly views during each phase) was done as specified in Appendix B.

Simple tests of our model include comparisons of the time-to-peak distribution, and the viewing rate distribu-
tions for videos in each of the three phases, for the synthetic data versus the corresponding empirical distributions for the recently-uploaded video dataset. Good matches are obtained but this is not surprising since the model was parameterized from these empirical distributions. Such tests do not show that our simple three-phase characterization (on which our model is based) captures enough of the detail of popularity evolution, to ensure that our synthetic data matches the empirical data on the metrics of practical interest concerning popularity and its evolution.

For such an evaluation, we test whether the synthetic data matches the empirical data from the recently-uploaded video dataset with respect to: (a) the distribution (over all videos) of views received during each week (e.g., the skewness in popularity among the videos, and the evolution of this skewness over time), (b) the distribution of the total views since upload at the end of each week (e.g., the skewness in total accumulated video views, or “long term average popularity”, and the evolution of this skewness over time), and (c) hot set dynamics (e.g., how much churn is experienced in hot sets of various sizes from week to week). Note that the evaluation metrics considered above are not directly fitted from the empirical data. Instead, for the synthetic data, these evaluation metrics are consequences of the views generation algorithm and modeling parameters derived from the three-phase characterization of the recently-uploaded dataset.

Distribution of Weekly Views

Figure 12 shows the CCDF of the views received during week $i$, for $i = 2, 8, 32$, for both the recently-uploaded dataset and the synthetic views generated by our basic model. We first observe that the weekly views distributions exhibit heavy tails, with videos receiving fewer large views in later weeks than earlier weeks. Further, we observe that the average weekly views to videos do not significantly change after the initial six weeks.

Overall, the match between the model generated views and the views in the recently-uploaded dataset is good, except for some differences for the least popular videos during a week (which is to be expected owing to our simplifying assumption of week-invariant distributions for the phases). Quantile-to-quantile (Q-Q) plots were used to evaluate the match for the body and tail of the distribution (cf. Appendix C). The observation pertaining to the average weekly views changing substantially only in the first six weeks is explained by the fact that a large majority, approximately 80% of the videos, peak within the first six weeks since their upload. Once a video is past its peak, it is in the after-peak phase where the viewing rate is approximately week-invariant. With a majority of the videos in the after-peak phase, the average viewing rate remains approximately constant.

Distribution of Total Views

The next property we consider is the distribution of total views as a function of weeks since upload (or equivalently the age of the videos). Figure 13 shows the CCDF of the total views received by week $i$, for $i = 2, 8, 32$, for both the recently-uploaded dataset and the synthetic views generated by our basic model. We observe an excellent match between the empirical and synthetic datasets. Again, Q-Q plots were used to evaluate the match for the body and tail of the distributions (cf. Appendix C).

The general shape of the total views distribution from the recently-uploaded dataset and the model provide insights into the popularity dynamics of the videos. Notice that the distribution of views during a single week, shown in Figure 12 for several representative weeks, appears to have a fairly “straight” tail. The total views distribution, for both the empirical dataset and the model, is fairly straight for the first few weeks, but transitions
to a more “curved” tail as the videos become older. In the figure presented, this change can be seen by comparing the curves for weeks two and eight. If videos that are currently popular continue to be popular in the future, as one expects in simple rich-get-richer models, then we expect the distribution of the sum of the views to also exhibit a “straight-ish” tail. We believe that this change in the characteristics of total views can be explained by the presence of churn in video popularity. Our basic model, which retains strong correlation between current viewing rate and future viewing rate except when videos change state (e.g., move from being in the before-peak phase to at-peak phase to after-peak phase), exhibits a very similar change in the shape of the distribution.

Churn and Hot Set Dynamics

The skew observed in the popularity of videos can aid in caching [6,11]. However, caching decisions become difficult with increase in churn among the videos [16]. This section quantifies the amount of churn among the most popular videos, its potential impact on caching decisions, and studies how well our model captures the churn observed in the recently-uploaded dataset.

For studying churn, we define the hot set at week $i$ to consist of the most popular $x\%$ of the videos with respect to the views received during week $i$. Figure 14 (a) shows the overlap between hot sets of successive weeks for both the recently-uploaded dataset and our basic model, for hot sets of size $x = 1\%$ and $x = 10\%$. If caching decisions are made based on the hot sets of the week immediately preceding the current week, then these graphs give us an indication of the amount of cache replacement traffic. Effectively, these results tell us how good an indicator the immediate past is with respect to the immediate future.

The results indicate presence of substantial churn. With a hot set of size $x = 10\%$, for example, we observe between 20-60\% change in the constitution of the hot sets between two consecutive weeks, with significantly higher churn observed in the first eight weeks. Comparing the results for the smaller and larger hot sets, the percentage change is more for larger hot sets, because of replacement of videos in the hot set with videos of similar popularity. Our model captures the trend of increased churn early in the lifetime of videos. However, our model suggests relatively smaller week-to-week changes than the corresponding empirical dataset.

The results presented in Figure 14 (a) show the relative change in the hot set from week-to-week. Figure 14 (b) presents an example result for the absolute change in the hot set. Here, we measure the number of common videos between the actual hot set at week $i$ and the hot set of week two.\(^7\) Both the model and the empirical hot set analyses show that there is substantial non-stationarity in the hot sets, with the model capturing the trend exhibited by the recently-uploaded dataset.

It is not surprising that our basic model does not exhibit as much churn as seen in the recently-uploaded dataset. Our basic model introduces churn by transitioning videos between phases. The model captures the large change in position caused by videos moving from being before their peak to being at their peak, and subsequently being after their peak. As we capture churn caused only by movement between phases, we see a better match for the smaller hot set then the larger hot set. The next section extends the model to introduce second-order churn effects with respect to the relative popularity of videos within each phase of their lifetime.

---

\(^7\)We present comparisons with the hot set for week two because the empirical dataset has only a partial first week (i.e., a snapshot at seed); refer to Section 3 and Appendix A for details on data collection and sampling granularity.
7 Model Extension: Perturbations

Our basic model introduces churn in relative popularity of videos only owing to the videos moving between the three phases during their lifetime. We now extend the model to introduce second-order churn by shuffling the popularity of videos within each phase, while preserving each video’s phase.

The model extension is as follows. We first generate weekly views for videos conforming to the basic model. Then, we introduce perturbations in the relative popularity of videos during a week by exchanging the views assigned to selected videos. The views are exchanged such that none of the key characteristics of the basic model, specifically the distribution of weekly views for the before-peak, at-peak, and after-peak phases, as well as the distribution of time-to-peak are affected.

The algorithm for introducing additional churn is as follows. First, we assign weekly views to \( N \) videos for a period of \( d \) weeks according to our basic model. Then, for each week \( i \) and video \( v \) that does not peak in that week, we define a window \( W_{v_i}^{v} \) that specifies the bounds on views for a possible exchange:

\[
W_{v_i}^{v} = \left[ \frac{x_{v_i}^{v}}{g}, \min\left(\frac{x_{v_i}^{v} \times g}{x_{v_{max}}^{v}}, x_{v_{max}}^{v}\right) \right], g \in [1, \infty]
\]

where \( x_{v_i}^{v} \) is the view assigned to video \( v \) during week \( i \), \( x_{v_{max}}^{v} \) is video \( v \)'s peak weekly viewing rate (i.e., \( x_{v_{max}}^{v} = \max_{j} x_{v_j}^{v} \)), and \( g \) is a modeling parameter that controls the maximum distance a video would be shifted with respect to its view count in a week. Specifically, we repeat the following step a sufficiently large number of times:

- Randomly pick a week \( i \) and two videos \( u \) and \( v \) such that either both videos peaked before week \( i \), or both peak after week \( i \). If the views during week \( i \) to videos \( u \) and \( v \) can be exchanged without causing either video’s views for week \( i \) to move outside their respective windows \( W_{u_i}^{u} \) and \( W_{v_i}^{v} \), switch the views.

Following a large number of iterations, views would be “uniformly mixed” subject to the constraint specified by the tunable parameter \( g \); \( g = 1 \) conforms to the basic model outlined in the preceding section, and \( g = \infty \) incorporates the maximum possible churn while still preserving the per-phase properties.

Figure 15 presents results for a hot set evolution for hot set of size \( x = 10\% \) for various values of \( g \). As expected, with increasing \( g \) there is increased churn. This allows the model to capture a wide range of churn activity. With no additional churn, as described by the \( g = 1 \) (basic model), the constitution of hot sets between adjacent weeks changes by less than 10\% once videos are seven weeks old. With \( g = \infty \), the composition of videos in the hot sets change by as much as 50-60\% during the course of the 32 weeks.

Through experimentation, we found that \( g \) in the range \( 8 \leq g \leq 16 \) yeilds a close match to the churn observed in the recently-uploaded dataset. Figure 16 compares the hot set churn in the recently-uploaded data set with the hot set churn using our extended model, with \( g = 12 \). Results are shown for both hot set size \( x = 1\% \) and \( x = 10\% \). We obtain a much better match between the curves than when only using the basic model.

Note that the model extension is constructed such that the distribution of weekly views is not impacted by the introduction of additional churn. We close our discussion on model extensions by investigating how the additional churn influences the total views distribution of videos. The results are presented in Figure 17. Also here, we note that introduction of additional churn does not affect the tail of this distribution. Addition of further churn, by tuning the parameter \( g \), however, has some (mostly negligible) impact at the head of the distribution.
Figure 16: Churn in video popularity measured by changes to the hot set for the recently-uploaded dataset and the extended model.

Figure 17: The total views distribution after 32 weeks, in the recently-uploaded dataset and the extended model.

8 Conclusions

Content popularity dynamics are governed by complex processes dependent on several endogenous and exogenous factors. A good understanding of these dynamics can have technological, economical, and societal implications. In this work, we focus on the popularity dynamics of user-generated content, specifically user-generated video, given its widespread appeal. The volume of such content, as provided by popular services such as YouTube, however, makes it challenging for researchers to study these dynamics. In this paper we make several contributions that address this challenge.

Our first contribution concerns the use of sampling. Sampling is necessary given the huge volume of content available from popular services, but sampling may yield datasets biased towards content with elevated short-term and/or long-term popularity. We find that sampling from recently-uploaded videos, as provided by the YouTube API, appears to yield a dataset that is seemingly unbiased, unlike sampling based on keyword searches.

We next show that there is substantial churn in the relative popularities of videos, particularly young videos, and that the current popularity of a video is not a reliable predictor of its future popularity. This finding motivates models that attempt to capture the popularity dynamics of collections of videos, rather than attempting to predict the popularity evolution of individual videos. To this end, we develop a novel three-phase characterization of the popularity evolution of a dataset of recently-uploaded YouTube videos. This characterization provides a basis for a model that, using a small number of distributions as input, is able to generate synthetic data matching empirically observed characteristics with respect to key metrics concerning popularity and its evolution, such as hot set churn statistics, and the evolution of the viewing rate and total views distributions over time. Future work involves large-scale tests of the model, study of the model’s applicability for content from other user-generated content services, and study of the factors that influence the key evolution properties observed in our three-phase characterization.
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The recently-uploaded dataset was obtained by sampling the video popularity at a weekly time granularity. By taking the difference of the total view counts between consecutive snapshots, we can measure the weekly viewing rate (i.e., the number of views in a week). For simplicity, and for the purpose of our analysis, we say that a video’s peak viewing rate occurs at the midpoint between the two snapshots, between which the highest weekly viewing rate was observed. (As we sample videos of different ages at the time that we first start tracking them, we can still have videos peaking at an arbitrary age less than the total measurement period.)

To obtain a weekly viewing rate associated with the first snapshot (at which the videos may be of any age between 0 and 7 days), we inflate the view count at the first snapshot using a fraction of the added views during the following week to account for the missing days needed to get a weekly view count. Note that alternative ways of calculating a weekly viewing rate, such as dividing the views at the first measurement point by the time since upload, may result in extremely large viewing rates, if the time since upload is small, for example. Finally, in the case that the initial viewing rate is higher than for any other measurement point, we say that the video peaked at the halfway point between its upload time and the initial measurement point (as the rate in this interval, in such a case, is higher than the average rate during following weeks).

B Model Parametrization

As discussed in Section 4, a large fraction of the videos, approximately three-quarter of our sample, peak within the first six weeks since their upload. The remaining peak at times uniformly distributed between week six and the end of our measurement period. To estimate the rate parameter \( \lambda \) of the exponential part, we use the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method. For the recently-uploaded dataset, we determine \( \lambda = 0.598 \). Time-to-peak values greater than six weeks are then drawn from a uniform distribution \( U(6, d) \), where \( d \) is the duration of the measurement period. Figure 18 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the empirical time-to-peak and the analytical fitting.

We parametrize the weekly views of videos belonging to the before-, at-, and after-peak phases. As our model assumes week-invariant distributions for the three phases, we only consider the aggregated before-peak, at-peak, and after-peak weekly views. The body and tail are modelled separately, with the tail assumed to consist of all videos with weekly views greater or equal to a threshold \( x_{thresh} \) views, selected such that the tail of each phase contains the 10% videos with the largest weekly view counts.

The distribution of weekly views within each phase is heavy-tailed (cf. Figure 10). Using the approach developed by Clauset et al. [8], we investigated whether the tail of each phase could be modelled using a power-law distribution or a lognormal distribution.

The MLE method is used to estimate the respective distribution parameters. The power law scaling parameter \( \alpha \) (for the continuous case) can be estimated using:

\[
\alpha = 1 + n \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \ln \frac{x_i}{x_{thresh}}}{n} \right)^{-1},
\]

where \( n \) is the number of unique view count observations that fall into the tail distribution. To estimate the parameters \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) of the lognormal model, direct maximization of tail-conditional log-likelihood was applied [8]. Note that to model the empirical data using a lognormal distribution above the specified lower threshold \( x_{thresh} \), we use the tail-method, where we consider that the right tail exhibits the same shape as the right tail of a lognormal distribution, without essentially having an equal probability of being in the tail.
Table 2: Power law and lognormal fits for the tails of the distributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Power law Fits</th>
<th>Lognormal Fits</th>
<th>R = \frac{L_{PL}}{L_{LN}}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n_{\text{tail}} )</td>
<td>( x_{\text{thresh}} )</td>
<td>( x_{\max} )</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before-peak</td>
<td>16,829</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>89,090</td>
<td>1.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At-peak</td>
<td>2,986</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>476,100</td>
<td>1.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After-peak</td>
<td>83,148</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>94,930</td>
<td>1.895</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 presents the parameter estimation results for the tail of the before-peak, at-peak, and after-peak distributions. Each group has \( n_{\text{tail}} \) observations \( x \in [x_{\text{thresh}}, x_{\max}] \), \( \alpha \) is the scaling parameter of the power law model, and \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) are the parameters for the lognormal model.

In order to compare the power-law and lognormal models, we apply the Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) test to determine which distribution best fit the empirical data \[8\]. This test computes the ratio of the logarithm of the likelihood of our empirical data in the two candidate distributions, and find which distribution best fits the data depending on the sign of LLR. In our case, we calculate the log-likelihood ratio, \( R = \log \left( \frac{L_{PL}}{L_{LN}} \right) \) where, \( L_{PL} \) is the likelihood of the power law distribution, and \( L_{LN} \) is the likelihood of the lognormal distribution. The values of \( R \) in Table 2 suggest that the lognormal hypothesis is more suitable to model the distribution of weekly views for each of the three phases. To verify that the sign of \( R \) can be reliably used to make a quantitative judgement about which model is a better fit, we computed the standard deviation of \( R \) using the Vuong method \[8\]. Figure 19 shows the CCDF of the weekly views in the tail of the before-peak distribution, and the analytical lognormal (LN) and power law (PL) fittings.

To determine a distribution that best models the body of the weekly views distribution for each phase, we tried several probability distributions and found the beta distribution provides the best approximation to the empirical data. Since there is no closed-form of the maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of the beta distribution, we estimate the shape parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), over an interval \([x_{\min}, x_{\text{thresh}}]\), using the method-of-moments, where:

\[
\alpha = \hat{x} \times \left( \frac{\hat{x} \times (1 - \hat{x})}{\nu} - 1 \right),
\]

\[
\beta = (1 - \hat{x}) \times \left( \frac{\hat{x} \times (1 - \hat{x})}{\nu} \right) - 1,
\]
\[ \tilde{x} = \frac{E[x] - x_{min}}{x_{thresh} - x_{min}} \]

and

\[ v = \frac{V[x]}{(x_{thresh} - x_{min})^2} \]

Here, the \( E[x] \) is the sample mean and \( V[x] \) is the sample variance. The estimated \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) parameters results are shown in Table 3. Each group has \( n_{body} \) observations, \( x \in [x_{min}, x_{thresh}] \), where \( x_{min} \) is the smallest observation in the dataset and \( x_{thresh} \) is equal to the threshold separating the body from the tail.

C Model Validation

To evaluate the goodness of fit of the synthetic data obtained from our models, in addition to the graphical illustrations presented in Sections 6 and 7, we present here quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots. Figure 20 shows the Q-Q plot for the views during a week. Recall that both the basic model and the extended model generate identical views during a week, and thus this plot is representative of both models. Figure 21 shows the Q-Q plots for the total views by week 32, for three different values of \( g \), including \( g = 1 \) (basic model), \( g = 12 \) (extended model), and \( g = \infty \) (extended model).

In general, the Q-Q plots show that the models are able to generate synthetic data matching the empirical views distributions. A good match is observed for the body and tail of the distributions. We observe some biases in the head of the distributions; however, these are for the less popular videos and we did not focus on accurately modeling these videos.